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T he transfer of volatile
organic liquids such as
gasoline, higher vapour

pressure hydrocarbon
chemicals, and ethanol into
transport vessels such as
trucks, railcars and ships
generate hazardous vapours,
which if left uncontrolled
result in adverse effects to the
environment. Control of
volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) from railcar, trucks,
and storage vessel operations
has been required by a
majority of regulatory
agencies around the world for
many years. Now many of
these same agencies are
requiring control of VOC-
containing vapours from
marine vessel loading, i.e.
barges and ships (see Figure
1). Collecting and controlling
vapour from marine
operations presents new
challenges for the industry
that typically result in
additional safety requirements
compared to land-based
systems. In the United States,
vapour control from marine
loading operations has been
practiced for over 15 years,
and regulations for safety
equipment in the vapour
collection system have been
published by the United
States Coast Guard (USCG).
Although these regulations
are not enforced outside of
the US, they do provide a
proven guideline for safety,
and have set a precedent in
the design of vapour control
systems worldwide. This
article will briefly discuss
some of the history of the
added safety requirements

and then will present the
equipment used in these
marine vapour control
applications.

History
In 1990, the U.S. Clean Air
Act Amendment (CAAA)
identified the transportation
and storage of volatile
hydrocarbons as a major
source of air pollution. As a
result, the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and state
regulatory agencies targeted
emissions from marine
loading and degassing
operations for vapour control.
These regulations generally
apply to onshore and offshore
systems and are concerned
with emissions and not with
safety.

Also in 1990, the USCG
published regulations in 33
CFR 154 concerning vapour
control systems for marine
loading operations.i These
regulations are safety
requirements intended to
ensure the vapour control
systems are designed and
operated in a manner that
protects operating personnel,
the marine vessel, and the
loading terminal. The USCG
also published guidelines in
the Navigation and Vessel
Inspection Circular No. 1-96
to address safety
requirements for marine
vessel degassing operations.ii

Both of these regulations are
concerned with safety and
not with emissions. They do
not stipulate what type of
emission control system to

use, but rather the safety
equipment required for the
vapour collection system.
These regulations were
developed by an industry
committee knowledgeable in
vapour control, so they have
become a recognised safety
standard around the world.

System Design
This section highlights some
of the key design guidelines
for marine loading terminal
vapour control systems. End
users should consult the
USCG and applicable
government regulations for

specific details. The USCG
guidelines have several
primary goals related to
safety. The vapour control
equipment should prevent
onshore fires and explosions
from being communicated to
the offshore vessel. It is
obviously desirable to prevent
any fires and explosions in
the first place, but if they
should occur, the guidelines
attempt to minimize the
consequences. Ships and
barges may contain very
large quantities of flammable
liquids so fires and explosions
offshore could be
catastrophic. Also, fighting
fires offshore presents
additional challenges
compared to fires onshore.
Another goal of the USCG
guidelines is to prevent over
or under pressurization of the
vessel, which could cause
physical damage to the vessel
and subsequent fires and
explosions. The guidelines
also help protect the facility
personnel working in the

Marine Vapour
Control Systems

Two common methods for controlling the emission of vapours from

product storage and transfer operations include vapour recovery units

(VRUs) and vapour combustion units (VCUs).

Figure 2. Layout of an example marine loading terminal

Figure 1. Marine loading terminal
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terminal and on the vessel,
where escape routes in the
event of an emergency are
often limited compared to
non-marine loading terminals.

There are some general
safety requirements in the
guidelines. Detonation
arrestors are designed to
prevent detonations from
travelling through a vapour
handling system. Experience
has shown that some
chemicals exhibit flammability
properties seemingly
inconsistent with their NEC
gas grouping and extreme
caution must be exercised in
selecting the proper
detonation arrestor.
Depending on the type of
emission control device
utilised, vapour conditioning
may be required. Vapour
conditioning ensures that the
vapours are safely out of the
flammable range and can be
accomplished by various
methods. The vapour may be
enriched with a fuel to ensure
the mixture is above the
upper flammable limit (UFL)
and therefore cannot burn or
explode within the transport
system before it gets to the
vapour combustion unit. The
vapour may be conditioned
by dilution with air so that it
is below the lower flammable
limit (LFL) and cannot burn or
detonate in the transport
system. The vapour can also
be inerted with nitrogen or
CO2 such that the oxygen
content is below the
minimum oxygen
concentration for combustion
(MOCC). Pressure control is
provided to maintain a
specified pressure at the
vessel to prevent over-
pressurisation. Automatic
shutdown valves are
recommended in the event of
a shutdown condition such as
high or low pressure in the

system. Another general
requirement is designing the
system to account for the
vapour growth that occurs at
the liquid/vapour interface in
the vessel as the volatile
liquid evaporates. For
mixtures such as crude oil
and gasoline motor fuels, the
USCG requires an expansion
rate of 25% be used in the
design. Expansion allowances
for other products are
calculated based on their
vapour pressure.

The three major equipment
units for safely controlling
vapour emissions during
marine loading operations are

the dock safety unit (DSU),
the vapour blower unit (VBU),
and the emission control
device (ECD). Figure 2 shows
an example layout for a
marine loading terminal. In
this example, there are two
piers which may have up to
two barges unloading each for
a total of up to four vessels
unloading at one time. Each
vessel is connected to a DSU.
The four DSUs are connected
to the VBU which is connected
to the ECD. Each of these
components is discussed next.

System Components
One of the major safety
systems unique to marine
loading applications is the
dock safety unit (DSU).
Figure 3 shows a photo of a
typical DSU. The DSU is
required to be installed at
each berth where the
loading is occurring and is
usually flanged directly to
the vessel’s vapour hose.
The DSU includes safety
equipment to protect the
vessel and personnel from
over/under pressure and fire
and explosion. It is
preferred that the DSU is
built as a package on a skid

for easier and faster
installation.

The vapours travel from the
DSU through the piping
onshore to the VBU. Figure 4
shows a photo of a VBU
designed for use with a VCU.
Note that a VBU designed for
use with a vapour recovery
unit usually has an additional
detonation arrestor between
the liquid separation tank and
the blower. The VBU typically
has a liquid knock-out drum,
detonation arrestor, piping,
and controls. The VBU
provides the motive force
needed to collect the vapours
at the barge or ship and
deliver the vapours to the
ECD where the vapours are
processed and the emissions
are reduced. Because the
number of operating DSUs
can vary widely, the VBU
must be capable of smooth
operation over a wide range
of loading rates

Two types of emission
control devices are
recognized for control of
vapour from marine loading
operations: vapour recovery
units (Figure 5) and vapour
combustion units (Figure 6).
The choice of which type to
use depends on a number of
factors including the products
to be loaded, local regulatory
requirements, and facility
capabilities.

Common types of VRUs
include refrigeration, lean oil
adsorption, membrane
separation, and carbon
adsorption/absorption. Many
of these can have removal
efficiencies greater than 99%,
although some of the
techniques may have
limitations on the types of
chemicals that can be
removed. There are a number
of potential advantages of a
VRU system. Recovering
useful product offers a
positive rate of return that
often has a fast payback.
Vapour conditioning
(enriching, inerting, etc.) is
not required because there
are no ignition sources that
could detonate the vapours in
the VRU. In a VCU, additional
pollutants such as NOx and
CO are normally generated
during the combustion
process, which is not the case
in a VRU. A VRU can be
installed in a hazardous area
without any special provisions
because there are no ignition
sources in the system. Often
this eliminates the need for a

Figure 3. Dock safety unit

Figure 4. Vapour blower unit

Figure 5. Vapour recovery unit
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vapour blower unit because
the VRU can be located in
close proximity to the loading
operation and the pressure
from the vessel itself can
provide the motive force to
deliver the vapour to the
VRU. This simplifies the
system and reduces the
amount of equipment that
must be purchased, installed,
and maintained. One of the
most notable advantages of a
recovery system is that the
recovered product has a
financial value. VRUs typically
have higher capital costs and
require more maintenance
than VCUs. VRUs may also
have compatibility issues with
some constituents such as
H2S.

There are several common
types of VCUs including open
flame flares, enclosed flame
combustors, and incineration
systems. VCUs generally have
lower capital costs compared
to recovery alternatives with
equal vapour cleaning
efficiencies. They are
generally very simple to
operate and have low
maintenance costs. They can
handle a wide range of
flammable chemicals
simultaneously including
chemicals like H2S that
produce a pungent odour.
VCUs may also have some
disadvantages compared to
VRUs. VCUs generally require
additional levels of safety
such as vapour conditioning,
and according to the USCG
rules must be mounted at
least 30 m from loading
berths. This typically
necessitates the use of a
blower to move the vapour
from the vessel to the VCU.
In addition, VCUs may
require auxiliary fuel to
sustain combustion and
produce trade-off pollutants
such as NOx and CO. Table 1
shows the vapour
conditioning criteria that are
typically used for VCU
systems including inerting,
enriching, or diluting. The
vapour conditioning system is
designed to ensure that
vapours in the system are not

flammable until they mix with
air in the combustor burner
throat.

Vapours are inerted by
injecting an inert gas such as
nitrogen into the stream so
the O2 content in the inerted
stream is low enough that it
will not burn. For ships,
inerting is generally
accomplished onboard
utilizing the ship engine
exhaust and/or the inert gas
generating system. Vapours
are enriched by injecting a
fuel such as methane into
the stream so the enriched
stream is above the UFL and
cannot burn. As an example,
the UFL for methane is 15%
methane in air, which is a
mixture containing 17.9%
O2. According to the table,
170% UFL is the USCG-
mandated alarm point which
equates to 25.5% methane
in air in a mixture that would
contain 15.5% O2. This
means there would need to
be at least 25.5% methane
in air to ensure the mixture
is above the USCG alarm
point. Typically the “control”
point is 200% above the UEL
which equates to 14.7% O2.
Vapours are diluted by
adding air to the stream so
the mixture is below the LFL
and will not burn. As an
example, the LFL for gasoline
is 1.1% in air, which is a
mixture with 20.8% O2.
According to the table,
enough air should be added
to vapours with gasoline so
that the mixture is below
30% of the LFL which is
0.35% gasoline in air in a
mixture that would contain
approximately 20.9% O2. It
should be noted that diluting
is rarely utilised for these
systems as most products
produce enough hydrocarbon
vapour to make handling of
the volumes of vapour that
would be produced by
dilution impractical.

The challenge for an
enriching system is
maintaining a target mixture
composition during the entire
loading operation. The non-
inerted cargo holds in an

empty barge or ship are
filled essentially with air. As
these vessels are initially
loaded, the vapours exiting
the vessel are nearly all air.
To keep the vapour mixture
above the UFL, a high flow of
enriching gas such as
methane needs to be
blended into the exiting
vapours. As the loading level
in the vessel increases, more
flammable vapours appear in
the exiting gases so less
enriching gas is needed.
While it would be safe to
keep a constant flow of
enriching gas during the
entire loading process, the
costs would be higher than
needed. An automatic

enrichment system monitors
the O2 level of the vapours
leaving the vessel at the
DSU and adjusts the amount
of enrichment gas to
maintain the target safety
margin above the UFL, which
maintains safety while
minimizing operating costs. A
similar situation occurs for
vessels with inerted cargo
holds, except that the MOCC
is used as the criteria to
assure vapours are non-
flammable.

The overall control system
is critical to the safe and
reliable operation of the
equipment so that it
achieves the desired
performance levels. Each of
the components is connected
to the control panel to
monitor the operating
conditions. Alarms are
sounded if parameters are
outside of the target range.
A shutdown is automatically
initiated if any parameter
gets too far beyond its
design range. Purchasing the
major equipment packages,
i.e. DSU, VBU, and ECD,
from one supplier is a
significant advantage as a
common control system will
be supplied throughout the
system making for smoother
operation.

Recommendations
Marine loading terminals have
additional safety
considerations compared to
land-based loading terminals.
The USCG has developed
extensive guidelines for safely
handling vapour emissions
from marine loading terminals.
They are designed to prevent
potential onshore fires and
explosions from being
communicated to offshore
vessels, prevent over- or
under-pressurisation of the
offshore vessel, and to protect
the vessel and facility
personnel. It is recommended
that a thorough safety
analysis such as a HAZOP
review be conducted, prior to

specifying and installing a
marine vapour control system.

Equipment certification is
required for systems installed
within and recommended for
systems installed outside
USCG jurisdiction. Third party
inspection and quality control
companies can provide
documentation about a
system’s conformance to
USCG guidelines. Proven
standard packaged system
designs are available to meet
these guidelines.

There are also unpublished
modifications to the USCG
rules that are routinely
employed to enhance the
operability of these systems.
Choosing a supplier
knowledgeable of these
allowable modifications will in
most situations result in a
superior and possibly less
expensive system. !
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System Type Alarm Point Shutdown Point

Inerting 8% O2 or less >9% O2

Enriching (non-inert) >170% UFL <150% UFL

Dilution <30% LFL >50% LFL

Table 1. Inerting, enriching, and diluting criteria for crude oil and
gasoline.

Figure 6. Vapour combustion unit
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